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Kaselelie! Iokwe, Raan Annim, Alii, Aloha, Olomwaay, Hafa Adai,
Tuwoh, Mogethin, Talofa.”to all PIBBA Delegation, for the 31st PIBBA
International Conference. On behalf of the traditional leaders and the people
of Pohnpei, I welcome you all. We are honored and grateful for the 31 years of
sincere commitment to our cultures and languages of the Pacific. PIBBA is an
effort of The Pacific Islands Bilingual-Bicultural Association (PIBBA)
International is a non-profit organization and I salute you for holding on to our
values with the humility of our ancestors. And if, you exist to promote
bilingualism and biculturalism in the Pacific; to establish channels of
communication for disseminating information relevant to bilingual-bicultural
policies in the Pacific to even the community grass root level, I am with you all
the way! I applaud your involvement in the preserving and promoting of
bilingual-bicultural philosophy in the Pacific. It has been a challenge with both
the traditional leaders and the encouragement of the implementation of quality
programs of bilingual-bicultural instruction in our Pacific Island schools and
communities. It is imperative that programs have to do with culture and
language be formalized and incorporated into the school curriculum standards
and benchmarks, so we will not lose valuable skills and craftsmanship passed
down from generations to generations.

Wasalapalap Ispahu
His Majesty, Kerpet Hebel
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Governor’s Message
On behalf of the people of Pohnpei and our traditional leaders, I
welcome all participants to our lustrous and green island of Pohnpei who are
attending the 31st International Pacific Islands Bilingual Bicultural Association
Conference. It is indeed an honor to host such an important conference that will
continue to bind us Pacific Islanders.
I join my colleagues in welcoming you to our island nation of the Federated States of Micronesia and
also thank the sponsor, namely the PIBBA Chapter for selecting Pohnpei State again to host this
conference. This year’s theme “Pacific Languages and Cultures: Past, Present and Future” is a reflection
of the challenges our Pacific Island Communities face in the preservation and promotion of our
indigenous languages and cultures.
Our diverse, yet unique identity has evolved over many centuries in this vast ocean and our common
bonding through education and cultural development is shaping our future for the next generations.
We may have many demands in light of the many challenges today, but together we can seek the Pacific
ways to resolve some, if not all of them. Our dependencies on each other must be strengthened toward
brighter future.
Finally, I have directed the Department of Education to excel in their preparations and accommodations
of this conference to ensure the achievement of practical results that shall benefit our students and
teachers in the pacific. Simply we need each other.
Kalahngan,
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Welcome!
On behalf of the Members of the Eight Pohnpei Legislature, I would
like to join the Governor in extending a warm welcome to all the
invited speakers, delegates and guests attending this year’s PIBBA
Conference being held here in Pohnpei. Language and culture are as
dear to us in Pohnpei as they are for all of you throughout the islands of
the Pacific, and we welcome this opportunity to share our love for
language and culture with each and every one of you as Pohnpei serves
as your host for this important conference.
The theme of this year’s conference is “Mahsen oh Wiepen Mour
Kodoudoudo Kan en nan Pacific; Keilahnaio, Rahnwet, oh Ansou me
Pahn Kohdo”. I have used Pohnpeian terms, rather than English words,
to express the theme of the conference for a very special reason. How
we express ourselves in our own languages is what the Pacific Islands
Billingual and Bicultural Association is all about. As each of you
express the theme of this year’s conference in your own language and
from your own cultural perspective, and as you compare your own
expressions of the meaning of the conference theme with that of your fellow delegates, I am confident
that you will collectively come to more fully appreciate the exciting depths and intriguing dynamics of
how our own languages affect our perceptions of life and the events that revolve around us.
Six years ago, the Pohnpei Legislature enacted landmark legislation to create the Pohnpei Language
Commission. Emphasis in the legislation is, of course, devoted to the importance of the preservation and
use of our languages in the education of our children. But language and cultural awareness commissions
are not created solely t influence what happens within the departments of education. The mandate of these
types of agencies should be as broad as our island societies themselves. Through conferences like this, it
is our hope that the PIBBA will provide us with the inspiration and with the tools to enable our island
government and agencies to reach beyond the classroom. With your help, policy makers and executive
administrators throughout the region can heighten our vision and intensify our efforts to promote
awareness of how language and culture defines almost every aspect of our lives.
We all recognize that the preservation of our language and our cultures is vital to our identity as island
peoples. But we are not living in the past. The real challenge before the PIBBA is not about preserving
the past. I believe that the true challenge before each and every one of you attending this year’s
conference is to reach deep within yourselves to discover and then to articulate a common understanding
as to how we will all be able to maintain the vitality of our language and cultures in today’s society and in
tomorrow’s future. The world is a dynamic place. Our languages and our cultures should be dynamic as
well.
We are honored and blessed to have Pohnpei selected as the venue for this important gathering. We trust
that this year’s PIBBA Conference will be truly productive experience for all of you. We also hope that
each of you will share your experiences gained here in Pohnpei with your colleagues when you get back
home so that the progress achieved at this meeting can benefit all who are dedicated to the common cause
of preserving and promoting Pacific Island languages and cultures throughout the PIBBA member
jurisdictions.
While you are here with us in Pohnpei, please go out and explore the beauty of our island and enjoy the
generosity of our people. Kalahngan oh kaselehlie maingko.
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POHNPEI STATE GOVERNMENT
Department of Education
Post Office Box 250
Kolonia, Pohnpei State, FM
Tel: (691) 320-2102/2103
Fax: (691) 320-5510

Office of the Director
Email: jvillazon@pohnpeidoe.fm

Welcome to Pohnpei. Our island school community is in a state of
excitement about once again hosting the PIBBA here in Pohnpei.
It is a honor and joy for us to host the 31st PIBBA International
Conference, which binds us Pacific Islanders from across the
Ocean.
This year’s conference theme: “Pacific Languages and Cultures; The Past, the Present, the
Future” expressed the commitment we are undertaking to sustain our own languages and
cultures in this challenging world.
It is fitting that this conference brings together cultural and linguistic abilities across the Pacific
to share what they are doing that might be helpful in preserving our indigenous languages and
cultures.
In this conference, we encourage people to exchange and share the reflections and ideas that
allow us to emphasize the common things that link all the Pacific islands. I am therefore
confident that through the collaborative efforts of our pacific islands brothers and sisters, we
will achieve the goals and objectives we have set for this conference.
Again, welcome to Pohnpei and please feel at home while you are here. And as you leave our
shores, I hope you take some good memories with you.

Kalahngan,

Joseph Villazon,
Pohnpei State Director of Education
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31st PIBBA International Annual Conference
Pohnpei State
Federated States of Micronesia
June 25, 2012, Nett Elementary School Campus
Opening Ceremony
By
SHELTEN G. NETH
President-31st PIBBA International
Greetings…respect & honor…
It is important that we remain connected with our Pacific island languages and
cultures, because if we don't, they will die. The preservation is necessary, so they will
flourish for generations to come.
Our language and culture are parts of who we are as Pacific islanders. They are
our identity. They represent thousands of years of our people's traditional living and
experience. If we don't speak our language or preserve our culture, they will be forgotten
and eventually disintegrate.
Of recent years, the introduction and importation of western lifestyles have taken
over our inherited languages and cultures. Our Pacific way can only thrive if we take
action and use it in our daily lives. We have the right to preserve our languages and
cultures, so let us use our God-given right to protect them.
To allow our languages and cultures to decline and eventually disappear would be
one of the greatest offenses we can make against our collective heritage and ancestors.
When we lose the very foundation of culture through language we somehow lose a part
of our culture and history. Because our languages and cultures serve as our identity, we
must preserve them and record them. When we lose a word, we lose the idea it
represents, and when we lose the idea, we lose a piece of the puzzle of where we come
from and who we are.
Our God-given identities are our individual cultures and languages that must be
preserved, passed on, and promoted. These tell the world who we are and what we are.
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We can try as much as we can to be like Americans, but we cannot because we are who
we are.
Behind the words and customs we speak, there are meanings, ideas, and
emotions acquired by our ancestors for thousands of years. Every object seen or made,
every phenomenon, relationship, or idea, everything that meant anything from time
immemorial became recorded in languages as they evolved. No language will ever be
better suited to a particular place or a particular culture than the one language that was
created exactly as a reflection of that place and that culture over time. So in any
particular part of the Pacific, or the whole world for that matter, we should think of our
language not as a collection of words, but as a living repository of literally everything
that was ever experienced by our ancestors. Everything that exists on our islands today,
touched our people, and shaped our lives.
In the light of this, we must remember that the essence of language is deeply
rooted in the culture that we see or observe in our daily experiences at home, school,
work place and which somehow migrated into the wider Pacific Island communities. If we
do not preserve our languages and cultures, the future generations will lose part of their
identity. They will look at the remains of meeting houses and canoes in the museums,
listen to our songs and stories on audio recordings, look at the moon rising over the
lagoon and wonder why they don’t feel anything. They will wonder when their connection
with the ancestors was cut off, when did they become like strangers like everyone else,
and how did this world become so boring and monotonous. They might feel sad about it,
but they will lack the words to express their sadness or regret.
The fate of our Pacific cultural identity depends on all of us. All the language
specialists, schools, programs, and revival experts in the world cannot do this for us, but
cannot do it alone. Like the saying goes, "It takes a village to raise a child." We can learn
much from this saying. If we all work together, we can preserve our languages and
cultures for our children and our children's children.
In conclusion – wishing you all a productive and fruitful conference and it is my
prayer and greatest hope that when we conclude this conference, we will all depart
Pohnpei to our respective home sweet homes with this daily constant reminder that we
will continue to promote the unity of sustaining, restoring, promoting, and strengthening
our indigenous language and culture unfailingly and unceasingly.
I thank you all…
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Day 1: Monday - June 25, 2012

Site: Nett Elementary School

Master of Ceremony: Nelsin Iriarte

08:30am – 03:00 PM

Registration/Package

04:00pm – 06:30 PM

Opening Ceremony
Parade of Cultures

All Participating Entities

Posting of Colors

Honor Guards

Pohnpei State Anthem

SDOE Choir

Song

SDOE Choir

Invocation

Vicar Julio

Welcoming Remarks

Senator Shelten Neth,
International PIBBA President

Special Remarks

Senator Peter M. Lohn,
Speaker, Pohnpei State Legislature

Special Remarks

Honorable John Ehsa,
Pohnpei State Governor

Keynote Speaker

Dr. Mauricio,
Secretary, National Department of
Education

Song

DOE Choir

Ririnpaiso

Hon. Salvador Iriarte,
Nett Iso Nahniken

Benediction

Reverend Hubert Hainrick,
President, UCCP

Announcements

MC

Welcome Dinner

Hosted By Governor
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Day 2: Tuesday - June 26, 2012
7:30 – 8:30 AM
Coffee & Announcements
8:00 – 9:30 AM

9:30 AM – 12:00 AM

General Assembly
Song

DOE Choir

Thanksgiving Prayer

Pastor Rickson Kihleng,
Calvary Baptist Church

Keynote Speaker

Dr. David Hough

Morning Sessions & Presentations

Title: Pandanus Tree as One of the Most Important Plant in RMI. Building: A, Room# 102
This presentation is based on pandanus tree, one of our abundant plant and its products. It will also
highlight the different varieties of pandanus and what comes from it. As such, pandanus is considered
to be one of the most important plant in our country. Some of the islands are still using the same
products from pandanus to mend their houses as well as getting the essentials vitamins needed from it
every day. Pandanus is also used for medicinal purposes especially in treating cuts and such.
Presenters: Kenye Anien and Pauline Zakios

Title: Lihli Making for Nanmwariki
Building: A, Room # 103
This presentation is about preparing a very special breadfruit dish called Lihli, which is slowly losing its
value and traditional ways of preparing and serving it.
Presenters: Victorino Victor, Ledihna James and Charles Edwin.
Title: Recycle Resource Locally
Building A, Room # 104
Converting of non biodegradable and biodegradable used waste into useful products, and how we
linked this activity to the classroom learning situations especially to subject areas such as language arts,
math, science Pohnpei studies and economics.
Presenters: Merlain Pony and Maryarta Santiago.
Title: Plants are precious
Building A, Room #105
This presentation will mainly focus on learning names of the herbal plants growing within or around the
school areas as well as their medical uses or treatments, especially to minimize pain, help stop bleeding
of minor injuries, etc.
Presenters: Julita Rodriquez and Rosalinda Siennes.
Title: Culturally Relevant Instruction
Building A, Room # 106
This presentation will demonstrate the importance of integrating culturally relevant instruction into
early childhood education (ECE) classroom on a daily basis.
Presenters: Emerihda Shed and Marmihner Pelep.

Title: Pwukoamen Pwel
Building B, Room # 201
In this presentation, participants will learn the three food seasons known during Pwukoamen Pwel
(Ground Harvest)
Presenters: Sihter Santos, Laura Shed, and Beauter Hainrick.
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Title: Pohnpeian Grammar
Building B, Room # 202
In this presentation, participants will be aware of why Pohnpeian Grammar is a must and how it
enriches learning in the classroom.
Presenters: Yumi Primo and Benster Penias.

12:00pm – 1:30pm

Lunch On Your Own

Day 2 - 2:00pm – 3:00pm Afternoon Sessions
Title: VLO on Pohnpei Curriculum Strategic Goals
Building B, Room # 203
The purpose of this presentation is to share what the curriculum committee has done so far as for the
vernacular language development. The presentation will look at the proposed SLO to solicit input to the
FSM curriculum benchmarks.
Presenter: Linter Kihleng and Mayson Fredrick
Title: Animals as Time tellers
Building B, Room #204
This presentation will summarize the skills of communicating future events, telling time, reviving of
traditional languages and cultures, telling stories of certain animals signaling of time, and other special
skills.
Presenters: Bailey Moses and Saped Santos

Title: Pohnpeian Seasons and Nohpwei (Seasonal Festivals)
Building B, Room # 205
The main focus of this presentation will enable participants to learn two pohnpeian seasons known as
Pwukenmenleng and Pwukenmenpwel.
Presenters: Lucielle Pablo and Paulina Andon
Title: Promoting Economics and Welfare in our Traditional Ways.
Building C, Room # 101
In this presentation, participants will acquire the knowledge of the pohnpeian customs and effects that
relates to personal resources, languages, and making and applying of healthy economic decisions.
Presenters: Ermihno Tihpen and Cecilia Martin.
Title: Hidden Tradition
Building C, Room # 102
This presentation will focus on how Pohnpei’s children grow with their cultural identity.
Presenters: Clara Rosario, Pilomina Ludwig, Vensis Alphonz and Suliana Ligorio

Day 2: Tuesday – June 26, 2012 Cultural Presentation & Dinner
Master of Ceremony: Tony Sarapio
5:00 PM

Song

DOE Choir

Keynote Speaker

Dr. Matilda Naputi Rivera

Cultural Presentations

Yap, Palau, CNMI, Guam

Dinner

On your own
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Day 3: Wednesday, June 27, 2012
Master of Ceremony: Charles Edwin
7:30 AM – 8:30 AM

Coffee

8:30 AM – 9:30 AM

General Assembly
Song
Invocation

Keynote Speaker

DOE Choir
Rev. Norbert Kalau,
Pacific Missionary Fellowship
(PMF)
Masa –Aki Emesiochl
Minister, Palau MOE

9:30 am – 12:00 pm Morning Sessions & Presentations
Title: Concepts of Ika and Chenchuli: Inafa’maolek Ways

Building C, Room# 101

The presenter will discuss the meaning and value and the practice of Ika and Chenguli: Inafa ‘maolek
Ways among Chamoru on Guam. It is a Chamoru practice that is been passed on from generation to
generation.
Presenter: Dr. Greg Tainatongo

Title: Cultural Infant Practices

Building C, Room# 102

Miscarried or babies not born alive are traumatic experiences that mainly women go through. Past
PIBBA and National Bilingual conferences participants have shared cultural practices that are done to
alleviate the pain and ensure positive regard to the occurrence. The presentation will share the practices
shared to date. It will open up the cultural literacy essence of the responsive practices. The knowledge
gained will add to cultural literacy altogether. This will be the last conference presentation on this topic
as it winds down for publication appropriately. Those attending will be asked to add to the information
that will be incorporated in the research report.
Presenter: Dr. Jose Cruz

Title: Numerical System in Micronesia

Building C, Room# 103

This presentation reviews and compares the numerical systems in at least seven major languages in
Micronesia. Similarities and differences are cited. Additionally, the results of a survey on numerical use
administered to at least ten speakers from each of the targeted languages will be shared. Attendees will
interact during the session by completing a similar survey and then comparing their results with those of
the earlier participants. The results will demonstrate potential changes in numerical years in Pacific
languages in the past, present and may have implications for the future.
Presenter (s); Lead presenter- Rosa Salas Palomo; Co-presenter-Mr. Zander David Refilong

Title: Preserving Our Languages and Culture with Differentiated Instruction
Building C, Room # 104
As educators, it is important that we meet the needs of all Pacific Island Students. Learn how you can
support the academic, language, and cultural needs of all learners using vocabulary, comprehension
skills, and engaging strategies.
Presenter: Dr. Matilda Naputi Rivera
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12:30pm – 1:30pm

Lunch On Your Own

Day 3: Wednesday, June 27, 2012 2:00pm – 3:00pm
Afternoon Sessions & Presentations
Title: The California Biliteracy Award
Building A, Room # 102
During the 2012 National Education Association Conference in Dallas, a California Group presented
about the California Bilingual/Bicultural Literacy Award which is a validation of a person bilingual literacy
based on established criteria and a validation by a norm test of the cultural literacy. The award is given
to graduating seniors with a special notation placed in the student’s transcript further documenting the
honors.
A DVD has been made available explaining the award with criteria that may be adopted for interested
educators. The presentation will be the showing of the DVD with a short discussion about the possibility
of adopting in PIBBA jurisdictions. Internet and personal contacts will be made available for further
inquiries or clarifications.
Presenter: Dr. Jose Q. Cruz
Title: Facing Past, Facing Present, Facing Future: Privileging Traditional Knowledge in Pacific Island
Education
Building A, Room # 103
In this brief talk, I wish to look at the use of traditional knowledge as an intergenerational tool in
indigenous language and culture education programs. In the oral tradition of the Hawaiian talk-story, we
will take a short power point presentation tour of projects conducted in Micronesia, Nepal, India and Far
East Russia, where traditional knowledge holders have worked with students, teachers, parents, and
interested community members to develop learning materials and culturally appropriate teaching
methodologies that reflect indigenous ways of knowing and being. This approach is in keeping with
Articles 13 and 14 of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.
The talk begins with a story about a knowledge keeper from Kosrae, who before setting out to build a
canoe consults with the forest. He only falls after getting permission.
We then move to a generalized view of some of the values that underlie traditional knowledge systems,
and how these values have wide application for Pacific Island educators. In the process, we look briefly
at how indigenous peoples in other places have attempted to bridge the gap between these value-based
traditions and mainstream educational standards.
Presenter: Dr. David A. Hough

Title: Parent Involvement: Parents as Culture Educators
Building A, Room # 104
This Presentation will use interactive activities to showcase the need for parental involvement in the
education process. The focus will be on the value of PARENTs as Culture Educators (Language, Behavior
Models, Customs, Rituals and etc) Guided Questions: How, Where, and When do children learn Culture?
What strategies are the most commonly used? Are children culturally educated? Culture Education in
the Schools – how effective? Participants will discuss, identify profiles of their individual cultures & share
with whole group. What languages (phrases, words, behavior models, belief systems, Traditions) are still
practiced today (still strong) opposed to those that are becoming extinct (less practiced).
Presenter: Mrs. Evelyn L. Joseph and Mrs. Juanita Lawrence
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Title: Values Behind Proverbs
Building: C, Room #103
In this presentation, participants will show and emphasize the importance of some Pohnpeian proverbs.
The proverbs will be translated literally so participants will understand the moral expressed in each
word.
Presenters: Nelsin Iriarte, Rickson Higgins and Tony Sarapio

12:00 PM – 1:30 PM Lunch (on your own)

Day 3: Wednesday, June 27, 2012 2:00 PM – 3:30 PM Afternoon Sessions
Panel Discussion
Moderator: Hon. Shelten Neth
(Each entity must submit a representative to the Panel discussion and names of Indigenous
Teacher/employee of the Year).
Building C

Open for Make up

Room # 103

Building C

Open for Make up

Room # 104

Building C

Open for Make up

Room # 105

3:30 PM

PIBBA Chapter Meeting (Election of Officers)

Day 3: Wednesday, June 27, 2012: Cultural Presentations & Dinner
Master of Ceremony: Ms. Akilihna Soram

4:30 PM

Special Remarks

Mr. Villazon,
State Director of Education

Keynote

Ramon Dela Cruz,
Mayor, Tinian & Aguiguan
Municipality

Cultural Presentations

Guam, Chuuk, Kosrae, Marshalls

Dinner

Hosted by Department of Education
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Day 4: Thursday, June 28, 2012: Closing Ceremony:
Master of Ceremony: Nelsin Iriarte
7:30 AM

Coffee

Closing

Program:

Invocation

Pastor William Joel William

Song

DOE Choir

Keynote Speaker

Hon. Damian Sohl

Passing of the PIBBA Paddle

SDE

Remembrance Candle Lighting

Dr. Jose Cruz

Closing Remarks

Senator Shelten Neth,
31st PIBBA International
President

Ririnpaiso

Hon. Salvador Iriarte, Iso
Nahniken

Silent Auction
rOrganizational Meeting; Election of New Officers

Day 4: Thursday, June 28, 2012: Afternoon Tour to Madolenihmw Municipality
1:30 PM

Departure from Nett Elementary School

2:30 PM

Arrival - Pohnislap, Modolenihmw

Program
Laid Kahlulong Temple Sakau Rituals
Procession

Proper Seating of Guest in Nahs

Welcoming Remarks

Dr. Rufino Mauricio,
Secretary, National Department of Education
15

Cultural Presentations

Wehi, Merer, Kemeik (Island delicacies)
-How we serve these delicacies to paramount
chiefs.

Umwen Konot

The Rituals of the Division of the Royal Food

Traditional/Island Song

MHS Senpehn Youth

Ririnpaiso (Kingship Remarks)

The Nanmwariki (King) Madolenihmw
Kingdom

Royal Dinner is Served
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PIBBA SONG
The winds blow chants from across the sea
Calling forth the islands of PIBBA family
And so we gather in knowledge, friendship, and smiles
Of languages and cultures, a tribute to our isles.
Iokwe, Raan annim, Kaselehlie, Alihi, Aloha, Olomwaay, Hafa adei,
Tuwoh, Mogethin, Talofa.

The song of PIBBA rings forth loud and clear
We unite, we are one, there’s no lance, there’s no spear
In our tongues we say we love you to one and all
We are strong, we are bold, we are proud, we stand tall.
Iokwe, Raan annim, Kaselehlie, Alihi, Aloha, Olomwaay, Hafa adei,
Tuwoh, Mogethin, Talofa.
The song of PIBBA is strong through the waves
Our canoes, our coconuts, and our heritage we praise
Our islands of PIBBA crisscross the blue sea
Bilingual-Bicultural, in us we trust, our destiny!
Iokwe, Raan annim, Kaselehlie, Alihi, Aloha, Olomwaay, Hafa adei,
Tuwoh, Mogethin, Talofa.
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David A. Hough, Ph.D.
Professor of Communication
Shonan Institute of Technology
1-1-25 Tsujido-Nishikaigan, Fujisawa 251-8511 Japan
Tel: +81-45-623-4522
Email: davida.hough@gmail.com
Areas of Interest:
o Linguistic and cultural human rights, grassroots initiatives promoting indigenous and minority
peoples.
o Multicultural and multilingual education, critical intercultural communication, problems of
globalization and social change.
o The intersection of indigenous epistemologies and methodologies with critical pedagogy and
Vygotskian sociohistorical psychology.
o What some non-Western cultures can teach about democracy, ecology and biodiversity,
inclusiveness, care giving, education and mental health.
Bio data:
Date of birth:
Citizenship:
Residence:
Family status:

17 October 1946
US
Japan, permanent resident status
married to Fumiko Imamura
children: Jun, 1972; Ken, 1989

Education:
B.A. Linguistics, University of Oregon 1972
M.A. Linguistics, University of Oregon 1973
Ph.D. Higher Education and Social Change, Western Institute for Social Research, Berkeley, 2001.
Biographical Summary:
David Hough is Professor of Communication at Shonan Institute of Technology in Fujisawa, Japan. For
more than thirty years he has been active in initiatives that support indigenous and minority rights and
which also engage his students in the process of social change. He has worked primarily in Asia and the
Pacific to assist in local initiatives to develop culture and language learning materials for the classroom.
He has advised ministries and departments of education, institutions of higher learning, local
educational bodies, NGOs, INGOs, and indigenous peoples’ organizations on issues of human rights,
multicultural and multilingual education, policy and planning. He served from 2007-2008 as Chief
Technical Advisor to the Nepal Ministry of Education and Sports for the country’s Multilingual Education
Program. He has also officially advocated with indigenous organizations from Nepal at the United
Nations.
Recent professional work:
Professor, Department of Applied Computer Sciences, Shonan Institute of Technology, Fujisawa, Japan
–

1998-present: Dr. Hough heads the social science section of the department. He is responsible for
overall curriculum design and supervision of teachers for courses that integrate sociology, media
communication, multicultural education, intercultural communication, and critical pedagogy with
computer applications such as desktop publishing, video documentation and editing, computer
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assisted instruction and computer graphics. Students can elect to take a total of 16 credits over two
years where they work with indigenous and minority organizations to help produce learning
materials for use in elementary and secondary schools in Micronesia, Far East Russia and Nepal. Last
year, students received funding to work with Ainu and Okinawan communities in Japan to develop
supplementary materials for elementary schools. All of Dr. Hough’s lectures, seminars, teacher
consultations and student guidance are conducted in Japanese.
Chief Technical Advisor, Multilingual Education Program, Nepal Ministry of Education and Sports
(MOES)
– 2007-2008: Under the direction of MOES and with ODA education sector funding of one million Euro
from the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland, Dr. Hough developed a two-year MLE project for all
non-Nepali speaking students of primary schools in Nepal. The aim of the project was to set in place
sustainable models whereby all non-Nepali speaking children (over 50% of Nepal’s approximately 23
million population) may be educated in their own language by the year 2015. This is in keeping with
UN Education For All (EFA) guidelines. The project set up seven pilot sites where community
members, students and teachers partnered to develop culturally appropriate local learning
materials and teaching strategies. This approach supports Articles 13 and 14 of the United Nations
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.

Senior Advisor, Forum for Indigenous Studies, Katmandu, Nepal
– 2007-present: FIS is a coalition of indigenous peoples, scholars and activists dedicated to promoting
indigenous peoples rights. It is officially registered as an NGO in Nepal – but with ties
internationally. It conducts workshops, advocacy programs, media campaigns, action research
training and numerous bottom-up community-based initiatives in areas of voter rights, job
creation/funding, gender equality, capacity building and environmental sustainability based on
indigenous knowledge systems and practices. Dr. Hough organized numerous workshops, advocacy
programs and helped to network with other indigenous organizations worldwide. In 2008, he
prepared an advocacy pamphlet to help elected members of the Constituent Assembly reshape the
Nepali constitution and set language policy and planning goals. That pamphlet was distributed to all
regional and national elected officials as well as to indigenous and minority organizations, activists,
educators and policy makers in Nepal. It was also distributed at the 8th session of the United
Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues (UNPFII) in New York, and at other international
gatherings and conferences. Dr. Hough represented FIS as official delegate to PFII in 2008 and 1012,
and also at the Informal Interactive Hearings of the General Assembly with Non-Government
Organizations, Civil Society Organizations and the Private Sector to review Millennium Development
Goals at UN Headquarters, New York, in 2010.

Advisor, Language Development Centre, Kathmandu, Nepal
2009-present: LDC is a Nepal Social Welfare Council and District Affairs Office registered NGO. Its
mission is to improve the socioeconomic situation of Nepal’s language communities by
implementing language-based development programs in partnership with civic, government and
non-government agencies, including institutions of higher learning. Dr. Hough has advised on
implementing sustainable mother tongue-based literacy programs among the country’s
marginalized and disadvantaged ethnic and indigenous communities. In partnership with his
university and LDC, he prepared a two-year US$70,000 grant proposal for exploratory research with
the Japan Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology.
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MLE Consultant, Kosrae State Department of Education, Federated States of Micronesia
1995-present: Dr. Hough works with the Kosrae DOE to produce community-based MLE
dictionaries, workbooks, CD ROMs and videos. Students, teachers, parents and members of the
community in Kosrae as well as students from Shonan Institute of Technology are all involved in
the ongoing project.
Visiting Scholar
– 2005-2006: In cooperation with the Department of Northern Minorities and the Institute of
Linguistics and Intercultural Communication, Far Eastern State University of the Humanities,
Khabarovsk, Dr. Hough developed community-based language learning materials for indigenous
minorities in Far East Russia.
Chief Scientific Researcher, Kosrae Dictionary and Curriculum Development Project
– 2001-2004: The project was a Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research from the Japan Ministry of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology. It resulted in the development of two
dictionaries, several workbooks, two CD ROMs and a video intended to protect and promote
Kosraean language and culture.

Previous professional experience:
– 1966-1970: US Navy photojournalist, assigned to DaNang, Vietnam; and Pacific Stars and Stripes,
Japan. Honorably discharged at the enlisted grade of JO2 (E5).
– 1970: Journalist, Ossining Citizen Register, Ossining, New York.
– 1971-1973: Research Assistant, Department of Anthropology, University of Oregon, Eugene.
Advised on orthography/phonology of Dogrib, a Northern Athapaskan language spoken in North
West Territories, Canada, for purposes of developing K6 reading materials based on stories from
elders.
– 1973-1974: Research Assistant, East-West Center, Honolulu. Project with the Republic of Nauru and
the Culture Learning Institute, East-West Center, to revise the alphabet and spelling system of
Nauruan (a Pacific Micronesian language).
– 1974-1976: ESL Program Director, Geneva School, New York City. School had 450 students and seven
full-time teachers. In addition to ESL program, also designed and received NY State accreditation for
high school equivalency course.
– 1976-1977: EFL Instructor/Curriculum Specialist, Telemedia, Inc., Tehran, Iran. Responsible for
writing school policies and procedures manual and ESP curricula.
– 1977-1981: Course Director, NEC Language Study Center, NEC Corp., Tokyo. Responsible for design
and implementation of language and intercultural communication training programs for NEC
employees. The center had six full-time instructors and an annual enrollment of approximately 240
students.
– 1981-1998: Executive Director, ICRA, Tokyo. Developed and published foreign language and
intercultural communication training packages, textbooks and supplementary learning materials for
international corporations, governmental bodies, NGO’s, educational institutions, and publishers in
Japan, Singapore, Vietnam, US and UK.
– 1981-1982: Linguist, Ministry of Social Services, Republic of Palau, Koror. Collected local folklore
and oral histories for K4 Palauan language readers.
– 1983-1986: Editorial Consultant, Addison-Wesley Publishers, Tokyo. Advised on language and
intercultural learning materials for Japan market.
– 1986: ASEAN/RELC-sponsored Visiting Educator to Iban MLE primary schools in Sarawak, East
Malaysia.
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–
–
–

–

1987-1990: The Japan Times, Tokyo. Consultant to Educational Projects Department and Dean of
The Japan Times School of Languages.
1993-1994: Visiting Lecturer, Hue University of Pedagogy, Hue, Vietnam. Taught summer sessions in
applied linguistics, phonology and intercultural communication for two consecutive years.
1994: Linguist, Materials Developer, Ministry of Education, Socialist Republic of Vietnam, Hue.
Project with Ministry of Education and Hue University of Pedagogy to produce distance-learning
materials for indigenous Montagnard communities.
1997-2003: Part-time Lecturer, Ferris University, Yokohama. Designed and taught content-based
intercultural communication and critical pedagogy courses in English at the Faculty of Letters.
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE
Name:

Rufino Mauricio, Ph.D.

Birth:

Wone, Kitti, Pohnpei State, August 12, 1949

Educational Background
Elementary Education:

Wone, Kitti, Catholic Mission & Our Lady of Mercy School, Kolonia
Catholic Mission

High School:

1965 – 1969 Xavier High School, Chuuk State

Community College of
Micronesia:

1970 – 1971, AS Degree in Education

State-side Education:

Audio visual Training at East-West Center, University of
Hawaii, 1971 – 1972
Undergraduate work at Brooklyn College, New York & completed the
work at the University of Oregon in 1979 with a B.S. Degree in
Anthropology

Graduate Work:

1979 – 1982 at University of Oregon with a M.A. in Anthropology
Completed Ph.D. work in Archaeology at the University of Oregon in
1993

Occupation
October, 2011 – Present: Serves as the Secretary of the National Department of Education.
February, 2008 – October, 2011: Director, Office of National Archives, Culture and Historic Preservation
June, 2003 to February, 2008: Serves in the FSM National Government as the Assistant Secretary for
the Division of Social Affairs, Department of Health, Education and Social Affairs
1994 to 2004 – Serve in the FSM National Government as National Historic Preservation Officer and
assist the nation as a Staff Archaeologist.

Affiliations
Chairman, 2011 Public Education on Constitutional Amendments Committee
2010-2011
Chairman, Executive Committee on World Park, Pohnpei State
2010-2011
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Member of the Pohnpei Historic Preservation Review Board
2007-Present
Member of the Pohnpei Catholic School Board of Directors
2010-Present
Member of the Pohnpei Public Library Board of Directors
2009-Present
Head of the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) Task Force
2004-Present
Secretary-General, FSM National Commission for UNESCO
2007-Present
Founding member of the Conservation Society of Pohnpei
2000-Present
President of the ICCROM (International Association of Archives and Museum
2007-2010 Pasifika Organization
Associate member of Sigma Xi, the Scientific Research Society
1989-Present
Member of the Review Panel of Isla Journal of Social Sciences, UOG
1995-2004
President of the Graduate Student Association, University of Oregon
1987-1988

Publications
2003

Place Names of Pohnpei Island Including And (Ant) and Pakin Atolls.
Honolulu, Hawaii: Bess Press, Inc. (Co-Authored with Thomas
Panholzer)

1999

“Definition, Ownership and Conservation of Indigenous Landscapes at
Salapwuk, Pohnpei, Micronesia.” In The Arcaheology and Anthropology
of Landscape: Shaping Your Landscape. Edited by Peter J. Ucko and
Robert Layton. Routledge: London and New York

1993

Ideological Bases for Power and Leadership on Pohnpei, Micronesia.
Perspectives from Archaeology and Oral History. Ph.D. dissertation
University of Oregon

1992

“A History of Pohnpeian History or Poadoapoad: Description and
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Explanation of Recorded Oral Tradition.” In Pacific History: Papers from
the 8th Pacific History Conference, edited by Donald H. Rubinstein,
Guam Press
1987

Pacific Basin & Oceania: World Bibliographic Series, Volume 70.
Oxford: Clio Press, Ltd. Annotated Analytical Bibliography (Co-authored
with Dr. Gerald Fry)

1987

“Stone Adze from Pohnpei, Micronesia.” Archaeology in Oceania, 22
(1): 27-31. (Co-authored with Dr. William S. Ayres).

1987

“Peopling of Pohnpei Island: Interpretation of Migration, Dispersal and
Settlement Themes in Clan Narratives.” Man and Culture in Oceania,
3:47-72.
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